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Ways to Avoid Bad
Tenants... From Hell!
... And how to turn the bad tenants
into GREAT tenants.

What do I need to do to have perfect tenants?
There aren't enough great and perfectly beautiful tenants out there in the real world for your
business to rely on you finding them, so you need to be able to create them too. You need a
plan to screen out the bad ones out and turn the current bad ones into great tenants... follow
this 14 step checklist and you'll be on your way.
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Seven Prevention Steps to
Creating Great Tenants
Here's what to do BEFORE they sign.

01.

Screen Your Tenants' Background
Do the obvious background checks as we describe on this page
but then also apply the 3-5 Rule from our insurance business as
well.

02.

Recommendation Letters & References

Your properties are like your businesses and your tenants as
employees so treat the application as a job interview and
CALL references with the policies we outline.

03.

Have a 24/7 Number to Contact

Never leave anything to chance and make sure any and all calls are
documented and any lead, potential lead or clients can get in touch
with you day or night and knows what to do in emergencies.

04.

Carry Insurance Even if Free & Clear

Get specific policies based on tenant screening based on age,
health, pets, etc. And require all your tenants to get renter's
insurance as well.

05.

Hold Maximum Security Deposits

Each state is different watch our classes on this and make sure
you are always doing the maximum amount here to protect
everybody in case of damage or not.

06.

Record the Pre-Sign Walk Through

This is in everybody's best interest, especially the recording with
pictures and video, and make sure that you have gone over all
issues carefully before and after each signing or extension.

07.

Use Money as a Qualifier

You want people committed not just invested, there are many
ways to create additional opportunities for commitment with
more money. Follow the outlined steps and you'll sleep easier.

Seven Policing Steps to
Creating Great Tenants
Here's what to do AFTER they sign.

01.

Keep Eyes on the Property
Keep tabs on properties in obvious ways but also with less
obvious ways like helping to finance maids, landscapers,
repairmen, etc. so you have "spies" reporting back.

02.

Build SOLID Relationships
The better you get at making friends and building deep
relationships the easier everything in your business (and life) will
be, this is a lucrative skill and we have this down to a science,
follow the instructions on this page to the letter.

03.

Get them Credit and Finance Help

From day one get them closer to their goals by giving them
the credit and finance resources they need to make better
decisions and invest better.

04.

Get Involved in the Community
Be a force for good and keep up with your hood, this is a great
chance to run and monopolize your market and there are dozens of
ways to help the local markets and do more deals at the same time.

Give Good Guy Rewards

05.

Give your people a nickname, then attach meaning to it and then
reward them based on behaving in accordance with their new
identity. Rinse and repeat to build an army of Good Guys.

06.

Set up ACH and Credit Card
Options
This can be a life saver in the right situation so avoid drama later
and do this with them right away, many people don't know about
these options so you can help educate and inform them.

07.

Referrals: Fanbase Screens Fanbase

The single greatest asset any business will ever have, build or acquire is...
their Fanbase. The fact that this is a secret and/or even ignored leaves
tremendous opportunity for you. Nurture this asset and it'll be your own
personal money tree that you can come back to as often as you'd like.

One July a "Dance Plague" broke out in France,
hundreds of people couldn't stop dancing 24/7...
Eventually
Eventually exhaustion
exhaustion and
and heart
heart attacks
attacks occurred
occurred and
and soon
soon 15
15
people
people aa day
day were
were dancing
dancing themselves
themselves to
to death
death..
Nobody
Nobody expected
expected what
what happened
happened next...
next...

I told that story to my realtor and his friends,
now they pay me over $7,100 a month.
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